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ABSTRACT
Although the cultural stereotypes which the mass

media disseminate about the roles of men and women are often
discussed in general terms, the actual nature of these stereotypes in
the present American culture has not been fully or systematically
explored. This study examined part of the system of cultural
stereotypes relating to men and women on television--specifically,
the operation of male-female knowledge stereotypes that are displayed
through the giving and receiving of advice and orders on afternoon
and evening TV dramas. Clear-cut differences between the sexes in
knowledge and approaca to knowledge, tending to fall along and
reinforce traditional stereotypical lines, were found in their
interactions with each other, with men always shown at the nexus of
ultimate power. The nature of the male-female stereotype did not
change between soap operas (with overwhelmingly female audiences) and
evening dramas (with mixed audiences). Rather, the soap Aperas
emphasize those aspects of the stereotype most favorable to women
without diminishing in importance the role of men. In this manner,
the fundamental strictures of the culture are not violated while the
expectations and desires of the fpmale audience to see itself
portrayed in central roles are gratified. (TO)
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The roles of nen and wwflen in American society have been the

subject of much debate and re-evaluation in recent years. Vigorous

champi_ons of social equality for women have, in varying degrees,

decried the prevailing attitudes about sex roles and assailed the mass

media for, in effect, mass producinf7, stereotypes (that is, fixed,

seeTninly unchnger.ble notions of social differences which pervade

the culture) about the position, tsk, and capabilities of females

in society which, the critics contend, America can and must do without

(cf. Janoway, 1971).

Although the cultural stereotypes which the mass media dissemi-

IYIte about the roles of men and women have often been discussed and

condemned in general terms, the actual nature of these stereotypes as

they shared in the presnt American culture has not been fully or

syste7:ttically explored. A systematic exploration is necessary if the

discussion about the portrrial of the sexes in the mass media is to

rove from the impressionistic and polemical level at which most such

en,:sounters are conducted to a more reward inf' plane of umenta

on which a comon body of necessary facts can be shared and understood.

7rtherore, an awareness of the manner in which various groups and

subjects are portrayed in MASS media content is crucial to a society

which does not want its mass illedia institutions to freely determine

the nature of its most pervasive messages, messages that represent

the collective consclousns of the society.



This in a report of a s',:udy that has examined part of the

system of cultural steceotypes rely tin(: to men and women on television.

Specifically, the investigation has dealt with the operation of male-

female 1:nowledee stereotypes that are displayee through the giving

and receivinr> of advice and orders on afternoon and evening TV dramas.

Clear-cut differences between the sexes in knowledge and approach to

knowlede have been found in their interactions with each other, dif-

ferences which tend to fall along and reinforce traditional stereo-

typical lines, with men always shown at the nexus of ultimate power.

.he nature of the male-female stereotype has been found not to change

e tween eoap oporas (with overwhelmingly female audiences) and evening

dneras (with andences of mixed sexes) . Rather, the focus of attention

of the soap operas is such that there is a shift in the presentation

of the stereotype to e:lphaeize those aspects which are most favorable

to womenthe domestic, the supportive, and the personal. The role

of men, thouvh diminished in importe.nce when compared to its place

on the eveiner, draas, is not downgraded, however, In this manner,

the fundeeeental strictures of the culture are not violated while the

expectations and desires of the female audience to see itself por-

treyed in central roles are gratified. If the operation of such a

"shift'. generalizeatle to other situations in which a "specialized"

(or minority) audience for a mass medium such as television tempora-

rily be.;cmes a majority audience, it could have interesting and

it portent remificetions for croups demanding more recognition by the

medium, and for society as a whole.1

'The term "scecielized" rather than "minority" more properly
aplies to fep-le audiences becauee women ctually represent a majority

tie Americe.n population.
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BAL!GilOUND Ai ,L1

`;evcral studies of the history of women in Anertoa have shown that

what can perhaps be called. a compartmentalization of knowledgethe

relation of specific, areas of expertise to women with the

assiption of co711;etence for the broader range of knowlede by mon--

has been one of the mc-y:t consthnt features of our cultural stereotypes

(cf. 19;9; also Flexner, 1972; and Sinclair, 1965). The

followin reNarks by Janeway (1971) are a convenient.su=ary of the

traditional malefcmale stereotypes'

l en are still the assertive innovators, won en the healers.
Feminine abilities complement rlasculine drives, but since they
are different, the former do not (rend; :1-1ould not) challenge
the latter. . .

I.4cy'len aro passive, men are active, woen intuitive, men
rationaland so on. . 'ioman's role is to nurture children, to

r.-:en, to support activity, but not to initiate it. Wonan's
traditional role bars her from the seat of power. So, by analogy,
we find that equivalent roles are taken to justify cutting off.
other subordinate groups from power,,, (pp. 13, 296)

The few historical studies of women in American magazines (cBride,

1966; FrIecian, 1960) have indicated that this traditional conception

of male-female roles and capabilities has long been an Interal part

of the svmbolic environment created. by the American mass circulation

print media, Al thous;: there have not been any published studies on

the differential possession of 1:noledge by mon and wo:Iten on television,

sturlies of related sublects--as well the personal viewin experience--

have indicated that thc! traditional stereotypes have been carried over

to that medium as well. For exaple, both De2leur, in his study of

occupational roles on television (1962), and Gerbner (1972), in his

analysis of violence in tv dramas, found that generally the television

'or1,1 was a nan's world. At first Glance, conclusions of these

Stu dies stand in opposition to those of Arnheim who, in his examination

of the afternoon serial (or soap opera) of the early 1940s (1943), saw
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women, not e.Cn, as the dominant characters and declared that "the

imorLance of the woman as the leader in the faalily, in the circle

of her friends, a.111. even in the large community of the nation is

constantly emphasied."(p. 62) However, the pparent contradiction

can, perhaps, be resolved by notin that Arnheim was discussing a form

of prop;ramin::.: that is directed primarily at female audiences. Because

the producers and writers of the soap operas want to attract as many

women as possible, it is reasonable that they will show women in a

favorable lir,ht. However, it Is likely that in molding the shows for

the female audience, the essential stereotypes will not change. Bather,

the (-!phasi.; upon the more favorable and important aspects of the

dom,,sbic role of ':;omen will be increased while the less favorable facets

of the stereotypes will recede from prominance.

This notion of a shift in the stereotypes about women in order to

attract and win favor with the predomin ntly female audience while

still adherin to the trafltional s'T;rictures about men and women can

be expnded in the fora of a enoral hypothesis about the operation

of "speciall;:ed group" stereotypes in the MAjS medial

When the composition of a mass audience changes to include
as a najority a group usua'_ly has a limited role on that
medium, the nature of the role itself (which is determined by
the cultural stereotypes) will not chan;;e appreciably, but the
emphasis upon that limited role and its favorable aspects will
be increased.

The present study was designed to test this hypothesis with respect

to women while examining the extent to which a specific aspect of the

traditional male-female stereotypes--imowlede expertiseis perpetu-

atel on television.

:71 1.Cr,OG

It was felt that looking systentically at the advising and

orThri.1:: patterns of Tnales with resect to fe.nales and females with



redpet to ±tai les Is an efficient and objective way of determining

nowlede superiority and of plercIn throuh occupational labels

which r the ru e nature of sex-related stereotypes about

1:nowlede. In order to test the above-entioned hypothesis, the data

was oollectod duriml the early sumer of 1973 throu::h a content ana-

lysis al' 12 hours of a systematically selected sample of evening

drnmas (for which there is a mixed audience of men and women) and 12

hours of the three most popular soap operas (for which the audience

Ia overhelminly female). Two instruments of analysis were used

throujioui; the research. One instrument focused on the characteristics

of the proraris every speking chsrac ter. A second was C,esignect

(and re11Tb1y tested) to onalyze every advice-giving (and receiving)

and or. or- (and l'eceivinc;) interaction between the sexes,

:ccnes of advisin.c; orderinT, can be referred to respectively

AS "advIsIng episodes" and "ordering episodes." Such episodes are

ex.1.-.pes of what :3 ears 11.,s called "dyadic behavior" (1962, pp. 465-79) .

The r;Ivor and re giver can be seen as parts of a dyadic unit, which

exists 'Thenever the actions of one person are, or produce, environmental

evcolts for the other. The fc)l1o',;ir.7 definitions of advice and orders

are e:pnsion anon a suestion by Helder (1950) that an order is

ch --Ictried by a clash of 'ills in which the !:ower of the orderer to

ponI.:h or reward ill be affied or denied (pp. 2 l'-51)!

A stAtemnt Is an order if it is a dirctive towards action
'-ns if It induces one of the follciAn-:', conseuences under the fol-
loir; conitionct 1) if, when the :1v.P:r's (A's) directive i s not

ca; trd by the receiver (3) , an overt clash of wills ensues in
which overty denies the poer of A over and/or A reaffirms

pe-ar. 2) If, when A's directive r-v7t .ccepted by 6's

leas %o an abrupt r.:nd anry cessation of com-nunication
7etyeen A an 3) If, when A's directive is accepted by B, b's

-.1hout r cersieraion to the cor.:'octnss
of the ._'_r. tine. 4) If, whether A's directive is 2.ccepted by B

or rot, ,2 ,)'o of rew, =, row rd, a threat of punishment, or
puninlyient ensue:3 (or even precede1:3 B's action).
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A state!lent is advice If It Is a directive towa,d.s action
Jihd if it indces foll.)wirr; conseu-:nces under the folloWing
ecnditionst 1) if, he, ;her A' divectivo is c.:ceted or not by

a pro7nise of re:Jar:, a reweod, a threat of punish.:nent, or a
fro71 A do-s not ensue (or even precede 2's decision).

2) If, when A' di-otive is not :accep',:ed by 3, no ovelt clash
of wills in 3 denies ehe of A or A r:.ttepts to reaffirm
his sowr ensue, (A discussion occur in which .13 asks A to
clarif the (Iirectivr.: or the reson behind it.) If, when A's
:'.irective is :Accepted by th re Is a clear indication that 13
h.yds con.Adercd alternative c:Aths of action Or, 9t least, that
he considers .lie action to be one tiv:t he rIccepts of his own volition,

he giving of directives was taken to Indicate a pretension of

pIrticular '?:nowledge expertise in particular contexts on the part of

the 7:ver, The Oving of "correct" advice and orders (advice and

ordes which -ill-lea:1 to results that are patently meant to satisfy

the audience) were understood as indications of feelings by the pro-

rlucrs of ,:he sybolic structure that the addressor has both the Intel-

lectu.-,.1 capacity an the social sanction to give such directives in

reality an!_'. has superiority over the addressee in relation to knowledge

oertining to that subject in that context, Beinii correctly advised

was understood as a.n indication of a higher regard for the receiver's

knowiedeability than bein correctly ordered, because 1-;hile in the

for:ier action the addressor has deferred to the final jug ge:aent of the

addrssee, in the latter the adresse has not, 1

:xplicit refusal to obey In order which resulted in a clash was

taken to indicate a deten'airntion on the part of the receiver to chal-

lenge the power and knoledgebility of tie giver in a particular con-

text, on a particular subject, The acceptance of en order without any

questionin indicates so ,e deference to the knowledge and power of the

7iver in that context, Ignoring indicates the refusal of the receiver

lit should be noted that in the codin of advising and ordering
episodes, "corre:;tacss4 ;;as rift deelded dirc.ctly. 1L4t::er, "correctness°
(or -incorr,?ctn-ss) we deteratned by exa7linin2-, two seperately coded
asects of itch eplsoe--the reaction of t }-.e receiver to the directive
kccete", :.-=:fued, or ii;:r.ered) in j. the ouLco:.e 01 the episode (f.avorable

or unfevor:,ble),
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to conl:reni; the sender with a dislike of his order or advice, a

refurell ueuelly motiveted by the fear of a clash or ill feeling.

It can be r,een, then, that indications of power and knowledgeAbility

e.re no!.; only evidenced. In the correctness of ptrticular (!irectives

brut, also, in the menner in Which they are nocepted or rejected.

A coneeelial clarification

The research was approachej with some a priori conceptions about

elr.t areas of knowledge are 1 itionally "masculine" and which are

traditionally "feminine," car,: eries which were derived from histo-

rical studies about the position of women in American society, Stereo-

typicly "femele" subjects--those about which eomen are considered

not !:nowledeeable-are areas such as love, the family, the home,

personal problems, and the arts. Stereotypically "male" subjects

Include business, law, government, preventing and committing crime,

and coptnu; with daner, The givinF; of orders and advice about health

by doctors has traditionally been considered an area of male expertise,

epile knowlede -about health in a non-business, non-professional context

has reFided with worlen and their unique ability to prescribe "chicken

soup," The .boundaries between the sexes with regard to health could

thus be found quite easily by observing the context (business or non-

business) in which every interaction takes place*,

The lines between men and women cannot' be demarcated so assuredly

with re'ard to directives on simple dealings between the interactors

(example,- "Close the door!") and on simple dealings between the receiver

and a third party (example, "Tell Nurray to close the door!"), When

given in business context these directives (which, if correct, display-

-6 knowledge aboUt people and an ability to deal-with -them) clearly.

-belong- to the stereotypically male area of expertise, because anythin

to do with business traditionally bras a stale- stamp on it, It seems
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plausinte, however, that directives involving d011ings in non-

business contexts belong to areas of knowledge which the lines

between the sexes are no`: clearly drawn, In shor, it is here sug-

,ested that orders and civice involving simple dealings between the

two intera.ctors or dealins between the receiver and a third party

in non-business contexts are neutral,

The Advising and ordering intterns may be said to have served two

major functions with respect to the operation of male-female knowledge

stereotypes in the soap operas and evening dramas. First, the overall

structure of the patterns in both periods tended to maintain male

dominance in the dispensation of know-how while emphasizing the tradi-

tiow)1 sexual compartmentalization of knowledge. Second, the patterns

in the evening dranas served to highlight male areas of expertise in

that period and,. by extension, to minimize the importance of women,.

while the pAtterns- in the soap operas served to highlight feale areas

of expertise, to underscore their importance, but to maintain male

importance and knowledge expertise as well, The following discussion

of both periods' findins will outline briefly the manner

in which these functions were carried out.1

The wrfnip1; dramas

The world of the sampled television dramas was a man's world, an

urban landscape peopled mostly (70',4 of 142 speaVing characters) by men;

in which the majority of advising and ordering interactions- (50, of 105)

1While 93.:;'; of the 105 interactions in theievening were ordering
episodes, an interestingly smaller:73X, of the 11? afternoon episodes fit

that category. Still, the amount of Advice glen in both periods was
quite small, and the Present discussion of Advising and ordering will

deal with them ns on aggregate.
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in business contints; In which an ovcr;;helminp; pexcentnge

of 'u and ordering relationships (70f; of 105) w!:s "world cen-

tered." (ath.!r than "family centered," "divorced," or "mixed") ; :rd

in whiell most of the directives (53; of 105) revolved around "mascu-

line" subjects (see Table 1) , The masculine tenor of the evening dramas

I :; also reflected in the fact that by far most of the speaking charac-

ters who could be coded by both age and marital status (56,,; of 82) were

sin9;le adults, a category which fits well Into the milieu of worldly

action and romance. Only of the total evening population of 142

speakinri, characters was comprised of children and adolescents, and old

people made up less than l/ of the total.

The most important consideration with regard to male-female stereo-

types in the evening sample's advising and ordering (ao) patterns is

the much higher percenta'ze of the 105 episodes in which men, rather

than women, were givers of directives (70 to 30/)). The large difference

between these two percentages (which is the same as the percentage dif-

ference between the presence of men and women in the total population)

Is a strong indication that men, not women, were the dominant organiers

of action during that period., The small percentacv) of female givers-

means that even if the most IllustrioUS women on the pro;,;rams had given

directives to the most Illustrious non about the most important business

tnansactions, they would have been active.in only a small portion of

the ao Inter'Ictions and would be seen as exceptions (perhaps token

exceptions) to the rule of male domination in this area.

As it happened,. however, most of the women who gave directives in

the evening could not be classified as "leaders"1 nor did most of the

female- initiated ads involve woMenAho Were leaders. :Tables I and-2

show thatl-while 832; of males. In the 73- ao episodes

(and 72% of the males in the female-initiated ao episodes) had occupations'

that made them classifiable is leaders, only 25/; of the fenalea in the
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fenitiAttited calsodes (ad of the fonnles in maleetnitiated

epl.socle.$) fell into that catef.;ory. Nast nuc,rous as ;ivers in the male-

initiated inter,Ictions were policec.en, doetors, and business managers,

while the rivers in felleInitiated Interactions :ere predominantly

wrxlen 1:hose oceuptions were not shown ("cannot cole in Table I) end

housewifes, Eorover, only of the 2,2 interactions (22A initiated

by weeen related. to the "masculine," professional, action -- oriented

that w:,s so ch-lracteristic of the evening dramas. even the

fem?le "business" people (1,e. those whose occupations were related

to business) who gave directives did not do so on business topics most

of the timer Only 4 of the 13 aos initiated by them (30A involved "mas

eu!.ine" seHjeots (Cora eared to 15 of 21--71/,--"masculine" aos Initiated

by zmll'? MuA.ness" leople). The rest were related to stereotypically

(7!T;) or neutral (47A subjects, Thus It can be seen that not

only were female leaders not the dominant givers of their sex but, when

they did 1.. Ive aos, the subjects they spoke about did not tend to be

those which elrlphasized their professional, "masculine" status,

One ilveortant knowledse-related area where the sexes were divided

stereotypieally but not as sharply as in the areas discussed thus far

involved the quality of the directives,. It will be noted in Table 1

that alt'rlouh most of the aos of the evening were of a pramatic nature

(aos rte' .tin.; to an assess:lent of the facts rather than to a disregarding

of the facts for feeling), women did-tend to give :r.ore intuitive nos

than men, When all the mejor findings- are taken together, then, it is

1Due to, lack of space, only findings with respect to the composi-
tion of advising and orderinit, interctions are presented in tabular,'
form, . :o sever, these f.inr!ingsenorallyiparellef those of the total
seeitipepulntion and the subpopUltionef. inters.cters; interesting
and important devi.-?.tions. Will be noted. tie Writer ill fur-
nIsh the Interested render with full repOrt of this study upon reqUest,

'41n tlac'nituee (though (lIfferences betef,n givers and receivers ire co.nmon
and SW:(ILITIOS quite noteworthy)
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evi-nt that the re ale copartment'lization of nowledge was quite

distinct in this e.trely masculine milieu,

;.en, too, confocd to t1-.eir traditional stereotypes with respect

to subjects discussed and occupations, es Tables 1 and 2 indicate.

it will be hated in Table 1 that only la); of the 7j directives given

by mles were in the area of "femin!.ne" knowledr;e; a full 67-; related

to "masculine" are of knowledge, and the rest (23d) belonged to

neutral territory. The small number of "feminine" directives given by

men precludes any generalization with regard to the larest (at 43% of

the total) male occupational cateory in this area, doctors. However,

this findin7, is mentioned in anticipation of a similar, clearer, pattern

that will be seen with rest et to males who gave "feminine" aos in

afternoon serials.

When the results of the ev hingls advising and ordering patterns

are exa7nined (see Table 1) , It is found that an overwhelming percentage

or the advice and orders given by both men and women was correct and

that the majority of directives (-53;; in the case of male receivers,. 68%

in the case of female receivers) was simply aceepted--eorrectly (71% of

the time) and without overt compulsion (99 of the time)--by the receivers

of both sexes. Themessag,c implicit here in bein correct on television

is that a particular character of a particular sex in a particular situ

ration has the knowledge to beneficially direct a person of the opposite

sex with regard to a particular subject. That the great majority of

. ao givers did indeed give correct 'directives is ah indication that the

traditionally stereotypical p,:tterns of 'interaction Which were notedi

were deemed by the message producers as generally the most appropriate

patterns to bring about "correct" advising nnd ordering results, More-

over, the message in }licit in the fF,ct that a large mk,)ority of both

tale_ and female receivers unquestioningly accepted the nos of members

of the opposite sex Is that receivers understood the tradi%lonal
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stereotypes and had no quarrel with them,

The afternoon srials

and wcrion were on a more even footing in the afternoon serials

than in the evening. The much more equal number of men and women (54%

and 46:::; of 68 soolcin characters-respectively), the fact that women

Actually gave 52;4 of the 83 orders in the afternoon (while- they gave

only 28.,; of the 98 orders in the evpning),- and the much higher percen,..

ta:ee- of "feminine" subjects discussed (with a much lower percentage of

"masculine" subjectssee Table 1) when compared to the evening are

menifestqtions of the increaned centrali.ty of women in that period.

The shift to a more feminine milieu during this time period with its

pre,.:lomin,Antly female audience is Also evidenced in the fact that the

evenin7 dramas'. urban milieu of eepsysoldierS, .end business professionals

gave way, in the afternoon, to a homey, small-town atmosphere unconcerned

wtth the exploits of the police and the military and populated with

-people ;hose occupations deal with the personal, the intimate, and. the

dolestic (as can be noted in Tables. 1 and -2). This shift is Lost impres-

sively soon in a comparison between the porcenar,;e-of housewives in-the

afternoon and the evening (21i; of 68 speaking characters compared to 3%

of 142) and in the higher percentae of doctors in the former period

compared to the latter (18,; to 7),

In view of the domestic environment of the soap operas and the

extre,,Y!,01:t small percentage of the advising and ordering episodes that

deal with "masculine" subjects, it mny initially seem surprising that

men should control and direct most of the action in that period. Centrol

they did, however, directing 56% of the 117 aos, 70 of which were given

by prestigious male leaders. A close look at the male advising and

ordering episodes and at the directives they gave reveals shifts from

the evening's emphasis which enabled men to dominate the domestic-oriented
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as well a.1 the ad'fenture-orInted period.

1 it c-n to seen that the laret subject cateory of

the afternoon was "neutral," which comprised 6oi; of the total aos, and

it enn be reduced that 62', of all the "nfAltral" 1(13 In the afternoon

were 7tven by mna ";:eutral" advice and on:tors often function as plot-

advancinc.; devices which help set the stige for new developments. A

mother's onler to her on to buy n newspaper, for example, might lead

to her roalin;_; an article about a former husband which could start a

new serial sub-pi:at. The findini;s presented indicate that the great

burden of this important function fell to male characters in these dramas

of verbal confrontation. Thus men Yore placed in direct control of much

of the action dosolte the non-masculine milieu..

Another manner in which men were shown to m-Antain control of the

action in the soap operas Was throuj,h the accentuation of the role of

the medical doctor. As seen in Table 1, the medical occupation had by

far the largest representation among the occupational categories in the

ao episodes, Doctors, who learn professionally what women are traditionally

supposed to understand "Instinctively," could be shown to plausibly (and

as will be indicated, correctly) direct women in stereotypically female

areas thile still a1 intainina, the traditional coleartmentalization of

knowledge. In this connection, it should be noted that male doctors-

initiated 12 (71) of their 'sex's 17 "feminine" ao episodes..

roe: comparison betWeen Tables 1 and. 2 it can be seen that while

doctors represented the highest percentao of male ',i.vors in ao episodes,

lawyers-occupied that position nnong receivers. A possible explanation

bedauSe docters had -hi ;h- rositiOns in the serials-and Wpre-,

conversant with-"feminine" areas -of knowledge, -they were :thought -of more

plausibly as givers rather than re :elvers. Lawyers, by contrast, were

not A$ comfortable in the stereotypically female arena and could be.



hy wn ,ore plusibly th.n oould doctors. 1

As w'Is the with the evenin dramas ac-Ivi ,.nd ordering

e l.!:00.s, the ovorwhelmin percento at the advice ':-nd orders given

wcmen cor2':;ct '.2able 1 :f.1,1 the gre!it rt(ijority

the (3.1r,-.>:,-;tives (7,9, , ?2,-; ':o::-Ecn)--appropri-

(7 or t1-1! time)-and without col-:pulsien (Ln llt c.ases)--by the

r=?eolv-,rs of both _sexes. The pattern that had b::,.en played out over the

hwle seren was shown to be the correct one, Wo!-nen in the afternoon

s?rils h.Art roved favorably to the center of the sto, but that center

was still guYce far from the central scat of social power,

COLUDIUG

The rostIlts that have been briefly reviewed In this report show

that the 1r1ttiory znale-fenalo knowlede stereotypes formed an Interal

rt () the advisin.and-ordertn' pattern:, in the sar.ple of soap operas

eveniwT, drainas that were viewed. _toreover, the differences observed

betweea the two periods support the hypothesis that- a chance in the pro-

portion of ww:lon in the audience would bring about a shift rather than

furia:-Iental chrmge in the pol-trayal of wonlen on the home screen. If

;he-pror,rans th't were examined are representative of today's television

proing in ;-eneral (and this writer believes they are),- these findings

hove serious implications for those who are concerned about the Portrayal

of sex roles in the massproduced synbolic enviromont,

oo2ration of the streotype

Perhaps the cost fascinating, asiiect of the male-female stereotypes

AS the subtle manner in which they were revealed* The viewer was not

44=1.110./..0.y.
1
No courtroon scenes arose during, the coding period, In these cases,

the serials shift to a °masculine millotto There, presumably, lawyers
vl:ow their expertise and power, and therein lies their importance to the-
proi:rams,
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e superiority through

the 01)vous technique of portrayin men ns always correct and women as

V:3 7,1r0I1e On the contrary, most women were corret when they gave

directive:;, an the men usually accepted the directives without arument,

::ovever, the shaping of the dramatic landscape was such that the sel,,c-

tion of ch':racters, the assignnent of occupations, and the mover en

plots operated in concert to minilaize the chances of women even be

given the opportunity to display knowledge superiority (through advising

end ordering) and to ensure that the areas in which they were given such

opportunities were rigidly compartmentalized along the traditional ste-

reotypical lines, Such a lo:' -1;eyed perpetuation of a stereotype is

proably !_luch more effective from the standpoint of reinforcing the status

quo than would he explicit affirmations of the stereotype in the plot,

The lowkeyed approach conveys messages about role functions and superio-

rity in ways that imply societal acceptance and avoid tension-filled

conflicts which would dangerously bare the roots of cultural values and

assumption.

The Q.cer,Ition of the ":1hift"

The female stereotypes were ad'iltionally reinforced through a shift

in the portrayal of wonen 'luring the soap operas which maintained the

same stereotypes that were seen in the evening but emphasized their more

favorable aspects and utilities. The domostic enviroanent of the soap

operas made it possible to increase the importance and centrality of

women before a predominantly female audience hilo still avoiding to show

that group in positions of true social doT_Iinance.

Although the "shift" that has been described thus far properly refers

to a Ilajor shift in stereotypic emphasis with a shift in the composition

of the audienc,,, this concept might also be useful to explain and predict

the changes-in a "specialized group"'s stereotypes during the general
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ovol Lin-s a! { ,hat ;;r:=Aip Iecomcs nore vocal anr.I militates for

row r, Suc:h a "shift" rel.:1;es to wh t (1969) has

tho "Iu10-,Lon" st-e of social r:ontrol through the !'.:ASS media.

Appoars ,hat the .,w:tr':yal of :02t; ethnic '.)n,1 11 r;roups has

movo out of t,h, first two s';` ;e in (;lack's schnne ("non-recoF,nition"

end aw1 is ensconced in the third, re:;ultory, stage. Clark

has .(:1 the "reF;uLltIon" stlgc as characterized by ,an over-emphasis

on 1'01'2- .UOLlri'; to law-an-order, an idea challengc by Hoberts (1969)

who ohs, J.:d that the predominance of law-and-order occupations on tv is

c7ener-:1 for all. :roups, includin;; the dotlinant T,;hite male. The concept

may :t1.11 be quite useful, hoover, if the notion of a "reulation" stage

is brodenod to mean that the minority is no longer ridiculed but is still

portrayed in wys that circumscribe its symbolic power severely by per-

Wxating many of the tradiA.onal notions about that :roup. The mechanism-

for such ryul-ttion is the shift in the minority's stereotypes in order to

phqsize the fa'iornble aspects. it is interesting to note that lobert's

(1969) obsorvations about the portrayals of 131-cks on television conform

to this pattern,

1f the "regulation" stai;e and its concommitant operation of the

"shift" hold true with respect to all "specialized croups," the

cations for the portrayals of such groups on television are not favorable.

Generalized efforts to force tv networks to highten the visibility and

improve the image of a minority would brinF about a change that would

pacify the de::lonstrators while maintaining the essence of the stereotypes.

Indeed, attempts by minorities to influence the content of the mass media

may bolfraught With unseen and unfavorable iMplications., Gerbner (1970)

has found,: for exaAple,- that thereduction of violence on television as

a result of pressures on the networks hes tended to shift the burden Of

vlotlns on 3lacks and women ( "the less free, independent, and dramatically

Powerful groups"--0.48), thus causini! the stereotypical hierarchy of power
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to to el.,rified even .,,,ire throu-h violence. Ferhaps, however, an

inorea!:cd -,rareness of the operation of stereotypes in the mIss media

will 'lid the c..eneral rublic and messe producers sincerely co:nmitted

to the disolution of dec;r:Idin Itereotypes to deal with these problems

,.rd, in some measure, to overcome them.
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GP ,!.c:7, AAnDI::G TO CCCUTATION,
11D 31Aa

0 GIU;;S

4 ternoon wenino. Poth

Ai SUCT
Feminine
Ma3cu1tne
'Autfal

::.1 OCCUPATION
Le42.c.lf!rsl

Doc Co

1:1Y )

36
4

r-,o

1.170-

26

)

26
6

6P
loo

42

_52 )

46
2

52
100

6

Lawyer 5 9 __

Other pros 9 17 __

:,:anager 3 3 4
Y:Alitary person __ _ - _ -

Police person __ __ ...-

Supnorteros
Clerk 5 __ 12
Sales person 1 .... 2

Crafts person 1 2 --
3.:rvice worker 1 -- 2

1,aborr __ __

Thusewife 20 .... 44
Nurse 1 -- 2

Pn'io'neralsi
Stud-Kit 8 11 4.

Retired 3 5 --
Cannot code!

Cannot code 1.8

101
Cs OCCUPATION
Leaders
:4;upporterS
Peri!:herals
Cannot code

DI CORECTNnS

43
29
11
18

TOW

Correct 68
Incorract 17
Unclear _15

100
FA qUALITY
Pra7,mri.tic 74
IntuitiVe 16
Mixed 10

160
:: A0T.tl

Child:-& adole cent 8

Youno; adult 2

Adult 70
_ :riddle aqed 14
Old 6

100

10 ) 3 ) (:::=32) Is:- 222 ) (I;,138)(1.;,--,84)

17 10 34 26 17
53 67 22 28 38

.20
100

_2_2
100

44
100

46
100

45
100

13 19 -- 20 28
__ w. em. 3 6

9 12 9 10 15
20 21 16 11 13
6 8 __ 3 4

14 21 ..... 8 11

1 OM .ft 3 3 --
-_ .5

8 8 6 4 5

3 1
-_

6 2
-_

1
__

8 011/1 25 14 --
-- __ .5

2
- ..

2

--
3

__
5
1

6
2

12 21 14 6
101 101 98 98

__R
100

70 10 63 83 25
2 61 20 9 40

16 4 2 2 3
12

100
25.

100
14

100
6

100
32.

l00

62 75 71 69 76
19 15 16 15 18
12 10 16 6

100 ro
_12
100 100100

86 60 81 88 66
9 23 16 11 28
4 1Z 1 6TO 100

___2
100 100 TO

9 4 -- __ ba ...

2 2 8 3 19
66 75 63 64 59
18 11 28 32 22

Li 8 1 1 --

100 100 100 100 100

42
9

il
100

4
__

4
8

8
1
2
4

_ -

37
1

4

16 __2 2.2._

101 100 100

55 77 16
24 6 52
6 8 5
16 _2 _az
TO 100 100

69 65 75
17 17 17
14 18 8

TO 107 100

77 87 62
16 10 25

__Z
100 100 100

3 4 2

5 2 8
63 66 69
20 25 16

4 _2 _I
100 100 100

aTotal, telly or -ioicater than ,100i; are the result of rounding error.

T=Totra, E=Xales, P=Fortales
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